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AmicaNatura

Amico

SoleMusica

Finnish design

Free-form mouth blown studio glass.
Highest quality crystal. Signed.

Hand made in Finland.
Height: 40–50 cm.

Price: 490 €

Panu Turunen
+35840 5255 229

Customer service:
info@scandinavianinterior.com

www.panuturunen.com



The drop vases were inspired by a profound respect for
nature and make a very special gift or collector’s item.

The soul of a thousand lakes
– Finnish glass designer has captured our hearts

From the Finnish forests that gave us Iittala, Tapio Wirkkala and
Kaj Franck comes Panu Turunen’s beautifully minimalistic glass art,
handmade to perfection in complete unison with the elements.

Like individual drops of water frozen in 
time, Panu Turunen’s glass art sculptures 
convey the heart and soul of Finland and 
evoke a feeling of being at one with  
nature in its purest form.

Turunen values a respect for tradi-
tion as an essential part of his work. 
He therefore employs Finland’s 
leading glass blower, Kari Alakoski, to 
bring to life his exquisite glass designs, 
such as the drop vases.

Working in the old historic glass fac-
tory of Riihimäki, Alakoski tames glowin  
glass lava in the heat of the fire, mouth- 
blowing it into ice cold, crystal clear glass 
items that carrywith them the souls of Fin-
land’s thousand lakes.

Inspired by Finnish nature, culture and 
mythology, Turunen’s unique glasses, 
plates and statuettes adorn homes  
and art galleries around the world;  
Finnish glass museum has exhibited his 
 

pieces, and Brillanza Oy with Italian glass 
designer Carlo Moretti  ordered an entire 
collection. It is plain  to see why: these 
timeless works of art make special gifts 
as well as outstanding collector’s items.

For more information, please visit:
www.panuturunen.com

The Finnish artist
employs the tradi-

tional technique of 
mouthblowing

to shape his glass 
sculptures, making

each and every
piece unique.

Finland’s leading glass blower, Kari Alakoski, works
in a historic glass factory in Riihimäki, creating
Turunen’s premier glass designs. 

Drop vase
U n i q u e

“Combine the best of contemporary
Finnish design, a world-leading glass
blower, and the purest of  techniques:
free-form mouth  blowing, and this is
what you get!  Without molds and
industrial processes, this is glass art
at it’s  absolute finest.”


